20 January 2015

Cody C  
fyi-request-2370-2f781ccc@requests.fyi.org.nz

Dear Cody C

List of National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) Achievement and Unit Standards

Thank you for your request of 4 January 2015, seeking a list of NCEA Achievement and Unit Standards in a database format.

Please find attached a CSV database of NCEA Achievement and Unit Standards that includes the Title, Standard Number, Type (Unit/Achievement), Version Number, Credits and Category.

Also attached is a database of NCEA Achievement and Unit Standards that have expired in the past two years. For your information the meaning of the following terms and acronyms which used in the database are:

- AMAP: Accreditation and Moderation Action Plan
- Inactive: refers to a merged Industry Training Organisation
- NZDB: New Zealand Diploma of Business
- SSB: Standard Setting Body
- U: Unit

Individual learner outcomes are contained in each of the current standards listed and they are publicly available on the New Zealand Qualifications website at www.nzqa.govt.nz.

Yours sincerely

Karen Poutasi (Dr)  
Chief Executive

Encls